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relationship of oral language to reading may be represented
schematically:
Something good to eat.
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A kind of fruit one buys in the store.
to make pies of,etc.
fig. 5
I£ someone shows a child the unfamiliar printed word apple
and pronounces it, the child's previous experiences with
apples become attached to the printed symbol. Thus, the
printed word acquires meaning for the child. Many first-
hand experiences with things and people and practice in
telling about these experiences make a good background for
beginning reading.
Experiences That Emphasize Reading as a Thought-getting
Process. — One of the first steps in acquiring reading ability
is to learn that printed words have meaning and significance.
A child is sure to have difficulty later on if he learns merely
to pronounce printed wrords correctly, without understand-
ing or caring to understand their meanings. The idea that
black and white marks on paper have meaning for him must
be established very early. Getting the meaning of the pas-
sage should be emphasized from the beginning. Compre-
hension cannot be tested by merely hearing a -child pro-
nounce the words. Comprehension must be tested by
requiring a child to point out objects in pictures, follow
printed directions, answer correctly questions about the
passage he has read, or, in other natural ways, demonstrate
his ability to use the information he has gained from his
reading.
It is also important to arouse a desire to read. If the
child hears stories, has illustrated books to look at, sees other
children enjoying reading and gaining advantages by being
able to read, he will probably be eager and ready to learn.
Some particular word or group of words, such as the printing
on the hot and cold water faucets, the signs on the street and

